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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Authors and performers : Matthieu Gary and Sidney Pin 
Production management : Julien Lefeuvre 
Artistic insight : Marc Vittecoq  
Lighting design : Clément Bonnin 
Office Management : Anne Delepine 
Production : Porte 27 
Touring Management : Elsa Lemoine / L’Avant Courrier 
Acknowledgements : Thomas Laigle, Pauline Dau, Fanny Sintès, Lawrence Williams and 
Marion Collé 
Photo copyright : Vasil Tasevski 
Graphic design : Suzanne Sëbo 
 
Production Porte 27 
Co-production Le Théâtre de la Madeleine - Scène conventionnée de Troyes, Espace 
Périphérique (Mairie de Paris – Parc de la Villette) 
Supports and residencies Le Nouveau Relax - Scène conventionnée de Chaumont, Balthazar 
- Centre des arts du cirque de Montpellier, Le Manège de Reims - Scène nationale, Le Montfort - 
Paris, Cirque en Scène - Centre des arts du cirque de Niort, L’Echalier - Agence rurale de 
développement culturel de Saint Agil, Cirk’Eole – Montigny les Metz 
 
The Collective Porte 27 is an associate artistic group of the Théâtre de la Madeleine - 
Scène conventionnée de Troyes. 
It is financially supported by the Région Champagne-Ardenne and the Conseil 
Départemental de la Marne 
 



 

 
ARTISTIC STATEMENT   
 
 
Questioning the process of failing 
What does the acrobat tell us? What does he tell us as he plunges?  
This is a humorous attempt to decipher our sensations when we fall.  
Chute! refocuses on the earthbound acrobat, he who when he plunges, is frightened yet experiences 
pleasure. Revealing what happens behind the scene and the realities of the profession of an acrobat, 
the emotions, the desire to fly, and to plunge. 
It is an attempt to comprehend what keeps us erect. We will ask ourselves what pleasure we take from 
falling. Why do we laugh when someone falls? What sort of relationship does the plunging acrobat have 
with risk-taking? with death? With life?  
 
We will examine the vertical and ascending representations of our society (of progress?). We will look 
closely at the way we organise ourselves, without relapse, in the struggle against gravity. We will 
scrutinise the plunging acrobat in order to understand why he generates so much fascination as well as 
fear. What is it that makes him human, so terribly human?  
 
 
 
A spectacular dialogue 
An acrobat is muscled by definition but this muscularity is not only physical, it is also cerebral. Playing 
on a discursive tone, Chute! takes on a challenge of recounting (orally) the poetic, philosophic, scientific 
and metaphysical reflections of the acrobats. If acrobatics are above all else an art of movement, it is an 
invitation to consider our environment in a different way. A "dialogue" to examine the process of falling. 
"Spectacular" in the way it puts into practice the experience of falling. 
Our inspiration navigates without complex between Isaac Newton and Bruce Lee, Gaston Bachelard 
and France Gall, Eugène Guillevic, Jean-Michel Larqué and the Gospel according to St. Matthew. 
 
 
An accessible circus 
In the fall of 2013, the Collective Porte 27 was chosen to participate in a programm called "Qu(ART)ier", 
a carte blanche given to the company in the western suburban area of Arras (in Northern France). From 
that experience emerged the desire to create a portable and manageable show dealing with our bodily 
perceptions experienced whilst falling and intended for senior secondary school students. Our aim is to 
produce a show that is as lightweight as possible technically so that we can perform in standard venues 
but also intervene where the audiences are -in classrooms,  private living rooms or gardens, 
playgrounds, hospitals or conference rooms, etc.. The technical aspects of the show should in no case 
be a constraint nor an obstacle in our effort to meet the audience.  
 
The show is the continuation of our activities within the Collective Porte 27.     
Producing a show: 

- For whom? We aspire to a close relationship with the spectators and question our relationship 
with them  

- How? We examine the time frame and mechanism of a performance by encouraging encounters 
and adressing the audience directly.  

 
	  



 
	  

Stating arrangement 
A stage or rather a ring of 6m x 4m with seating on four sides – chairs or tribune. Being close to the 
spectators allows the artists to have a privileged relationship with them. Closeup viewing, the sensation 
of proximity, talking without voice effects, feeling the movements of air that are generated by the 
acrobat, these are some of the many different sensations that nourish our imagination.   

 
An unobtrusive soundtrack 

At the end of the 18th century when Isaac Newton was adding the finishing touches to his theory on the 
falling body, Johann Sebastian Bach was defining an innovative technique in harmonic organisation, the 
counterpoint. Chute! is punctuated by three of Bach’s fugues, the notion of counterpoint having 
prevailed during the elaboration of the choreographic scenes. "In music, counterpoint is an organised 
music writing involving the simultaneous sounding of separate musical lines." Thus, each musical line is 
independent yet they must respect a global harmonic consistency. The acrobats in Chute! have 
composed their duo using this notion at the basis of their relationship. 
Glenn Gould interprets the three fugues after having successfully passed the audition. The jury 
approved his solid playing consisting in hitting the keys as powerfully as the body of an acrobat falling to 
the ground.  
 
An information sheet 
The spectators are given a sheet with instructive and entertaining information. The creators of the 
piece Chute! considered it essential to invent new meanings for words that are used directly or 
indirectly during the performance. Thus, the spectators consider innovative definitions of words such as 
"performing arts", "risk", "pain", "stamina", "subsidy", "sommersault", "theatre in the round". 
 

Keeping inly that which is necessary 
Lighting is deliberately very low-key with our sole instruction for lighting designer Clément Bonnin to 
create an ambiance where everything is bright and visible. The lights are brought up to full leaving it to 
the acrobats to convey the emotional intensity. In the same way, the simplicity of the costumes - a pair 
of jeans and a shirt - sometimes lead the spectators to believe that the acrobats (despite sweating 
heavily) are also part of the public. 



  

 
TOURING CONDITIONS 
 
 
Fees    
2 performances: 5000 euros 
3 performances: 6500 euros  
1500 euros per extra performance 
 
The company is not liable for French VAT. 
Royalties are due to French associations of authors (SACD and SACEM).  

 
All audiences from 8 years on (school audiences and groups aged 12 +)   
The show cannot be held sooner than 2pm (the schedule depends on the show start time) 
It is preferable that you opt for a series rather than a one-shot performance. 
 
Duration 52’ 
 
Language : French. The piece can be performed in English or Spanish.  
 
Seating capacity : 170 – only one performance per day  
 
Touring crew 
4 including 2 performers, 1 touring manager and 1 technician 
 
Transportation 
Set: The set is based in Tournefeuille (near Toulouse, south western France)  
Haulage by trucks at work (based in Toulouse) 
Crew: 
By train or by plane from Paris (1), Nantes (2), Rennes (1)  
 
Per diem 
For 4 people : 18,40€/pers/meal 
 
Technical requirements : 
Performing area: 4m long / 6m wide / 3.5m high (12 tatami mats 2m x 1m)  
Technical rider on request  
The show is designed for a second day open schedule 
Setup - 6 hours + warmup – 2 hours + technical rehearsal / show 
Provide for a wardrobe crew (washing and ironing of 2 shirts after each performance).  
Provide for small bottles of water.  
	  



 
WORKSHOP : THE PROCESS OF FALLING  
 
 
 
An educational kit is at your disposal in order to discuss the themes of the show before and after the 
performance: the manual of the faller. 
We adapt the content of the workshop according to the audience involved: persons with a mental 
handicap, groups from educational institutes, juvenile delinquents, disadvantaged people, deaf and hard-
of-hearing people etc.  
No prerequisites or special physical condition needed to participate. Anyone can take part in the 
workshop. 
 
- Warmup - 
Duration 60’ – The same day before the show  
Site : performing area 
For groups of people (community centres, pupils, students, judo practitioners…) aged 12 +, Number of 
participants: maximum 16, minimum 8. 
2 coordinators : Matthieu Gary and Sidney Pin 
Objective : meeting each other, creating a special relationship with the spectators, working light 
acrobatic figures in pairs.   
 
 
- Writing workshop -  
Duration 60’ – before the show  
Site : in class 
Groups : one class of pupils aged 12 + 
1 coordinator : a member of the Collective Porte27 
Objective : Broadening our reflection on the issues concerning the performing arts (cf the manual of the 
faller) desacralising our relationship with writing by reinventing words. Distancing from foregone 
conclusions and pre-established definitions when thinking about a word or an object. All points of view 
are accurate as they represent each person’s personal and intimate world. 
 
 
- Workshop : the process of falling - 
Duration 120’ at least – the day or the day after the show  
Site : a room with a minimum of 30 tatami mats  
For groups of people aged 12 +, number of participants: maximum 16, minimum 8. 
2 coordinators : Matthieu Gary and Sidney Pin 
Objective : exploring the acrobatic techniques that compose the show, familiarising with one’s own 
physicality, sweating.    
Initiating the writing process of an acrobatic piece of work for a duo.   
 
 
 
Rate for each activity : 75 euros an hour for one coordinator (+ travel expenses and per diem) 
 
 

 
 
 

  



 
 
THE DAY OF THE FALLER 
Designed for specific locations such as hospitals, penitentiaries, schools, community centres… 
 
 
It is possible to organise a whole day with the process of falling as a guideline, combining an artistic 
workshop, a performance (in its short version) and a Q&A session with the artists after the show.  
These activities are a way for the participants to experience the process of falling in a unique relationship 
with our professional fallers. 
 
Since we cannot have more than 16 participants during the workshop, we can set up complementary 
activities for the rest of the spectators based on the manual of the faller or a writing workshop.  
 
A day-long session can be transformed into a week-long one…  
 
- Workshop : the process of falling - 
Duration 120’ – from 12 years on - 16 participants 
 
We adapt the content of the workshop according to the audience involved. Its purpose is to experience 
acrobatics and explore one’s own body as well as that of others, sharpen perceptions, apprehend our 
sensations.  
The participants will start by learning how to fall and try to experience at a humble level what it really 
feels like to take the plunge into the void. To do so they must learn: 

- Acrobatics: jumping, rolling, rotating, spinning, slipping, climbing, crawling, bending backwards,  
Acrobatics is a way of apprehending the notion of space, the body in movement, and going 
beyond one’s limits.  
Learning to carry oneself, to breathe, to become aware of one’s capacities, and go beyond one’s 
limits. 

- Acro balancing: body to body lifting, a corporal encounter where the partner’s weight, energy, 
breath and body odour must be taken into account! Learning to trust, listen, cooperate, touch.  

- Revealing ourselves/meeting each other: anecdotes in historical contexts. Performing, 
producing a show, doing "art" are ways of revealing oneself and sharing with others a certain 
perception of the world. Everyone sees the world differently and that is what is so fascinating! 
Learning to express oneself, presenting oneself to an audience, performing real and fake 
situations to evoke the truth, encountering others in their combination of strength and 
weaknesses, listening.  

 
- The show - 
CHUTE ! short version  
Duration 30’ – from 14 years on – seating capacity 60  
 
This is a dynamic performance with an academic objective and a smooth narration, an invitation to 
reflect on the profession of an acrobat. The show was designed to be performed in many different 
contexts, both indoors and outdoors. The project is technically self-sufficient. We will only ask you to 
provide tatami mats, chairs and power supply. We need a minimum surface area of 8 m long and 6 m 
wide (playing area + seating). Chairs are placed all around the mats. Seating capacity: 40 to 80. 
The show can be performed in auditoriums and big tops, in communal halls or classrooms, in meeting 
and conference rooms, in playgrounds, libraries, hospitals or parks etc.  
 
- Q & A sessions with the audience - 
Duration 30’ to 45’  
A Q & A session between the public and the artistic team can be organised after the show.    
 
 
 
 
 



 
TOURING CONDITION : The day of the faller 
 
 
The fee includes the show in its short version + one workshop 
1 performance : 1 500 euros  
2-hour workshop with two coordinators + Q&A session : 500 euros  
 
The company is not liable for French VAT. 
Royalties are due to French associations of authors (SACD and SACEM).  
 
All audiences from 12 years on, duration 30’, seating capacity 60  
The show can be held no sooner than 2 pm (the schedule depends on the show start time) 
It is preferable that you opt for a series rather than a one-shot performance. 
 
Touring crew 
3 including 2 performers and 1 touring manager  
 
Transportation 
Set :   
The set is based in Tournefeuille (near Toulouse, south western France)  
Haulage by trucks at work (based in Toulouse) 
Crew : 
By train or by plane from Paris (1), Nantes (2)  
 
Per diem 
For 3 people : 18,40€/pers/meal (indiquer tarif Syndeac) 
 
Technical requirements : 
 
Short version of the show: 
Performing area: 4m long / 6m wide / 3.5m high (12 tatami mats 2m x 1m)  
Technical rider on request  
The show is designed for a second day open schedule 
Setup - 2 hours + warmup – 2 hours + technical rehearsal / show 
Provide for a wardrobe crew (washing and ironing of 2 shirts after each performance).  
Provide for small bottles of water.  
 
Workshop: 
Coordinators: Matthieu Gary and/or Sidney Pin 
Participants aged 12 + 
Number of participants: maximum 16, minimum 8. 
Technical requirements: a room with a minimum of 30 tatami mats 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 
BIOGRAPHIES 
 

Matthieu Gary 
Born an acrobat, to a pedestrian mother and father. 
He studied at the Center of Circus Arts, Balthazar in Montpellier, France before graduating from the 
French National Center of Circus Arts (Centre National des Arts du Cirque) in 2009, thus nourishing 
himself with various scenic experiences. He is a founding member of the collective Porte27 with Vasil 
Tasevski and Marion Collé, with whom he produced Mingus, Mingus, Mingus, Mingus, Mingus in 2011 
and Issue01 in 2012. He has performed for Arpad Schilling (The Party, 2014), Kitsou Dubois (Sous le 
Vertige, 2011), Julie Bérès (Lendemains de fête, 2013), Guy Alloucherie (Veillées, 2011), Marc Vittecoq 
(La transmission du savoir, 2013), Galapiat Cirque (role reprisal in Risque ZérO, 2012), Les Colporteurs 
(role reprisal in Le Bal des intouchables, 2013-14), Nikolaus (GIRC-plus petit cirque du monde, 2015). 
He cultivates a hybrid language combining circus and dance skills while being particularly keen on 
falling, a source of great amusement for him. 
 
 

Sidney Pin 

After a difficult childhood, Sidney won his first golden banana distinction in 1993 at the Center of Circus 
Arts, Balthazar in Montpellier, France. A fervent  enthusiast of autobiographies written in the third 
person, he graduated from the school of circus arts in Stockholm in 2011. He co-created the company, 
La Meute in 2009, a collective of acrobats who use propulsion engines and banquine. He has never 
worked with famous French actor Jean Dujardin, neither did he direct the latest production of the 
National Ballet of China. Nevertheless, he is a versatile acrobat and has a keen admiration for the 
absurd gesture.  

 

Marc Vittecoq 

Born in 1981, he studied at the French National Academy of Dramatic Arts (Conservatoire national 
supérieur d’art dramatique) between 2003 and 2006. Since 2007, he has worked regularly as an actor 
and author but also as an assistant of Árpád Schilling and his Hungarian theatre company Krétakör: 
Éloge de l’escapologiste (Apology of the Escapologist), Laborhotel, URBANRABBITs, Noéplanète 
(Noah’s Planet), A Párt (The Party). Since 2008, he has been a member of the collective La Vie Brève 
as theatre director and collaborates with Jeanne Candel as an actor and author: Robert Plankett, 
workshops and residencies at the Théâtre de la Cité Internationale, le Goût du Faux et autres chansons. 
 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

CONTACTS 
 
 

Artistic matters Matthieu GARY / + 33 (0)6 71 21 00 09 / matthieu.gary@gmail.com 
 
Touring management Elsa LEMOINE / + 33 (0)6 07 86 73 65 / elsa@avantcourrier.fr 
 
Production management Julien LEFEUVRE / + 33 (0)7 61 43 04 14 / chutetechnique@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 

 


